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OF THE REEVE-DOBIE SILVER MINE HIOIERTY. i f

The property comprising the Reeve-Dobie mine holdiaga consists 

of 4 claims (M.R.12588, 12590, 12591, 12592) situated in Milner Township, 

Ontario, on the west shore of Gowganda Lake. A wagon road which is still 

in fair condition leads from the lake to the mine buildings, a distance of 

about 3/4 of a mile.

Histories;

The Reeve-Dobie mine has been operated intermittently by various 

interests since 1908, being finally closed down in 1920. It is reported 

that some very rich silver ore was encountered in e number of short shoots 

along a mineralized zone some 700 feet in length. Most of the high-grade 

ore was taken from open cuts along this zone but later in the history of 

the mine a shaft was sunk and a mill erected. In 1919 the mill was reopened 

to treat silver-bearing diabase, obtained from the "glory hole" south of the 

shaft, said to carry from 30 to 35 ounces of silver per ton.

Buildings;

The mine buildings are almost all in a sad state of disrepair, 

several having oaved in. The blacksmith's shop, to the east of the shaft, 

is still in fair condition, and a cabin on the east shore of Dobie Lake 

could be made fit for living quarters for six men by repairing the roof.

Geology;

Over 90# of the area is underlain by a diabase sill in which 

numerous silver veins occur, and which is overlain by conglomerate to the
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underlain 
northwest andAby quartzite to the east. Narrow, discontinuous dikes of

aplite occur in the diabase one of which on Line 1400 west, 280 north, was 

associated with minor cobalt mineralization.

Stripping, trenches and open cuts occur in such profusion that a 

very detailed survey would be required to map all of them.

Magnetometer Survey;

The north boundary of claim #M.R. 12588 was the only claim line 

which could be located. The point where it intersects the east shore of 

Dobie Lake was used to establish an east-west baseline 865 feet to the south 

from which picket lines were run north and south at BOO-f cot intervals. 

Claim boundaries as shown on the map are approximate.

Result s;

The magnetic survey outlined several anomalies which are shown 

on the accompanying map. The northeast striking anomaly in claim #M*R.12591 

coincides approximately with a zone which has been partially worked by an 

open out and adit and is therefore probably a zone of mineralization.

The northwest striking anomaly extending across the northern 

part of claim #M.R. 12591 and the southern part of claim #M.R.12690 may be 

connected with the zone of mineralization on which the glory hole was sunk 

and warrants further investigation.

Northwest striking anomalies in claim #M.R,18590 may be connected 

with northwest fracturing and possible mineralization.

Faulting;

A fault or fault zone trending about North 10O West is suggested 

by the offsetting of the southernmost anomaly, the east side having moved
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about 10d* to the south. Old reports on the property state that severe! 

strong faults were encountered in the workings.

Reoonansndat ions;

It is recommended that electrical profiles be obtained across 

the geomagnetic anomalies found on the property, particularly of the two 

anomalies in the southern part of the area, with the aim of locating possible 

pockets of economic mineralization.

Electrical investigation of the diabase - quartzite contact by 

a few lines should also be carried out in view of the occurrence of silver 

on the neighbouring Bartlett property within 500 feet of the contact of the 

diabase sill and the underlying quartzite.
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